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                                                            US Battery

                                                            
                                                                One of the World leader in battery manufacturing.

U.S. Battery Mfg. has been building flooded lead acid batteries
since 1926, and has always put quality before quantity since the
day our first battery rolled off the assembly line.  
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                                                            Deka Batteries

                                                            
                                                                East Penn Deka has been producing high quality batteries and
battery accessories for the automotive. 

Since 1946, East Penn Deka has been producing high quality
batteries and battery accessories for the automotive, commercial,
marine, industrial, stationary, and specialty markets.  
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                                                            Optima Battery

                                                            
                                                                THE ULTIMATE POWER SOURCE.

For more than 40 years, OPTIMA® has offered unstoppable power
for extreme enthusiasts and others who require THE ULTIMATE
POWER SOURCE.  
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                                                            FullRiver Battery

                                                            
                                                                Pure lead, Pure quality.

One of the highest quality on VRLA batteries in the market as the
control the entire manufacturing process.  
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                                                            Odyssey Battery

                                                            
                                                                Phenomenal starting power and massive deep cycle reserve
power in one battery!
Some Batteries provide enormous cranking power. Others, deep
cycle reserve power. The revolutionary ODYSSEY battery is
designed to do both.  
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                                                            Trojan Battery

                                                            
                                                                The world’s leading manufacturer of Deep-Cycle batteries.
Founded in 1925 by George Godber and Carl Speer, Trojan Battery
Company is the world’s leading manufacturer of deep-cycle
batteries.  
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                            NATIONWIDE BATTERY

                            YOUR WHOLESALE BATTERY DISTRIBUTORS

                            
                                Since 1984, Nationwide Battery, your wholesale battery distributor, has delivered energy solutions for thousands of customers around the world. We proudly represent world class battery manufacturers as Trojan Battery, East Penn Manufacturing (Deka battery, MK battery), Oddysey Batteries, Optima Batteries, US Battery, Fullriver Batteries, Trojan Silver Line, Trojan Reliant and Trojan Solar, covering different markets and applications: Marine, Golf, Industrial, Automotive, Special Applications, Solar and Renewable Energy.



                                No matter what your requirement could be, we have the perfect  2V batteries, 4V batteries, 6V batteries, 8V batteries, 12V batteries, 24V batteries, 36V batteries and 48V batteries, for starting  as for deep cycle application from the best manufacturers around the globe, Trojan batteries, Deka batteries, Oddysey batteries, Optima batteries, US batteries and Fullriver batteries.

                                Our highly trained personnel with an average of more than 25 years of experience will help you to find the correct battery for your need at the best price available. Let us show you why we are so proud of our people.



                                Are you out of the country? Here at Nationwide Battery, it does not matter. We package your batteries accordingly, prepare the proper export documentation, and deliver to your freight forwarder in 72 hours or less. We understand how critical time is for you, so we try to get your battery to you as fast as possible and with the confidence that all of our batteries are tested before delivery to give a peace of mind to our customers that they will not receive any defective or damaged battery. Here at Nationwide Battery, we believe delivery is very important to the customer. Because of this, we offer free local delivery and worldwide delivery in less than 72 hours. We want you to receive your battery as soon as possible!



                                Our facility in Fort Lauderdale was completely renewed in 2014 to give the warmest welcome to all of our customers that decide to pick up their batteries! Just search â€œBattery Distributors near me and you will find us.

                                And if you are in need of a Battery installation, we will be there!. Our highly qualified technicians are available upon request to replace batteries in your boat, golf cart, vehicle, machinery or forklift. Need help, but donâ€™t have the time to visit us? Just give us a call, and our experienced staff and technicians will help you fix your problem.

                                
 


                                Call us and feel the difference...
								

								
								
								

								
								
	 												
MARINE BATTERIES

												   No matter if you need cranking power or reserve capacity for services, no matter if you need flooded, AGM or GEL
.
												   No matter if you have a mega yacht or a small outboard engine boat, you will find the best marine battery us. With more of 35 years in the market, Nationwide Battery is proud to deliver only World Class Brands for any type of requirements in the marine industry. Our wide selection of products allows to offer the best solution at the very best Price. 
												   
												   FLOODED (starting maintenance free or deep cycle): Deka, Deka Marine Master, Trojan, Rolls. 
												   
												   AGM Absorbed Glass Material: Deka Intimidator, Trojan AGM, Trojan Reliant, Trojan Solar, Fullriver, Optima, Odyssey, Fullriver.
													
												   GEL Deka Dominator, Trojan GEL.
													
												   Are you ready to take out the boat, yacht or jetski? That’s great! Just make sure its battery isn’t dead. If it is, let us know and we’ll go install a new one for you so you can enjoy as much of the ocean as you can. 

												   Do not miss your next adventure. Is your Jet Ski battery having issues? Your JetSki battery could be dead, or another problem with the battery could be going on.

                                                

                                                
												   
GOLF BATTERIES

                                                   Ready to golf?. We will assure you that you won’t walk on the course
. Electrical Golf Cart have special battery requirements and that’s why our portfolio includes the top brands in this market. In fact, our brands are OEM for the best golf cart manufacturers worldwide. No matter if you need 24V, 36V, 48V or 72V to boost your cart, we have the right choose at the very best price. Our 6V, 8V and 12V batteries are manufactured by Trojan, Deka and US Battery, highly recognized names in all golf courses. With immediate local delivery, give us a call and don’t miss any of the action…….


												   Life is good when you're playing golf. That's why you should keep your golf batteries in good condition so you do not have problems when going to the golf course. No matter the battery you need, we will provide it at an affordable price.

												   Want to go golfing this weekend? Make sure your golfcart battery isn’t dead. If it is, just give us a call! We’ll go install it for you and ensure you’re not walking on the golf course this weekend!.


												   Your Golf Cart Battery is dead. Do you need an installation in the nick of time? Call Us now! Our qualified technicians will drive out to your location and install it for you.

												   Ensure you’re not walking on the golf course this weekend! Call 954-228-8411 and get the best battery for your golf cart. If you need the installation, we will help you. 

                                                

                                                
													
AUTO BATTERIES

													No matter if you need high cranking power for your diesel V8 engine or have a lot of accessories for entertaining or navigation

                                                    The technology in the automotive industry changes everyday. Every new car is demanding more and more power from the battery. We have the right solution for you at the very best price. Our portfolio will give the correct battery according to you car’s manufacturer and electrical consumption. In flooded maintenance free or AGM you will feel the confidence of World Class brands under the hood For commercial and emergency response vehicles our groups 31, 4D and 8D are second to none. Trucks, buses and vans will be on the road with no down time due to batteries. Free local delivery. Give us a call and feel the difference.

													Do not miss your next adventure. Is your motorcycle battery having issues? The motorcycle battery could be dead, or another problem with the battery could be going on.

													Your Car Battery is dead? Do you need an installation in the nick of time? Call Us now! Our qualified technicians will drive out to your location and install it for you.

                                                

                                                
													
INDUSTRIAL BATTERIES

                                                    We proudly serve the best brands for industrial lift trucks, airlines ground support, automated guide vehicles, aerial work platforms, floor cleaning equipments, rail and locomotive Solutions available in flooded, AGM and GEL from the best manufacturers as Trojan, Deka, US Battery, among others With free local delivery, give us a call to assist you with your industrial power needs
.
													
													Keep your company working with our world class solutions. Our extensive portfolio will bring you the correct solution for your industry. 

													Industrial Battery. Keep your company working with our world class solutions. Our extensive portfolio will bring you the correct solution for your industry. We proudly serve the best brands for industrial lift trucks, airlines ground support, 
													automated guide vehicles, aerial #work platforms, floor 
													cleaning equipments, rail and locomotive Solutions available in flooded, AGM and GEL from the best manufacturers as Trojan, Deka, USBattery, among others With free local delivery, give us a call to assist you with your industrial power needs.

                                                

                                                
													
SPECIAL APPLICATIONS BATTERIES

													Need a non-traditional battery? We’ve also got those! With batteries for telecommunications,# oil, and gas, we’ve got you covered, no matter the job!
.

                                                    Today’s World demands power capacity storage in critical operations. Our Special Application Division Support our local and overseas customers with custom made products according with their requirements. We proudly serve several Oil&Gas and Telecommunicatiosn companies in the US and Latin America. With us, you will find solutions for: • Telecommunications • Uninterruptible Power Supply • Grid Optimization Services • CATV • Oil & Gas.

													

                                                

                                                
												   
RENEWABLE ENERGY AND SOLAR BATTERIES

												   As the demand for renewable energy and solar batteries continues to grow, some places may charge you an absurd amount for these special batteries. At Nationwide Battery, not only do we carry these batteries, but we carry them for a low price!

												   
                                                   Renewable energy installations are rapidly growing around the world. From fully autonomous off-grid buildings in the world’s most affluent regions, to luxury eco-resorts in exotic but remote areas, to the more than 1.6 billion people in the developing world who lack consistent access to the electric grid, obtaining and utilizing clean reliable energy is now an achievable reality of daily life. With us, you will find the most efficient and reliable solution for your Renewable energy project with the support of World Class Battery manufacturers as Trojan and East Penn Deka.

												   
												   Tomorrow’s world requires new technology. One such technology is a solar panel, which requires a battery to run. We can provide you those for cheap, affordable prices.


												   Renewable Energy. Increasingly competitive: The main renewable technologies - such as wind and photovoltaic solar - are drastically reducing their costs, so that they are already fully competitive with conventional ones in a growing number of sites. Economies of scale and innovation are already achieving that renewable energies become the most sustainable solution, not only environmentally but also economically, to move the world.

												   Renewable Energy. Reduce energy dependence: the indigenous nature of clean sources implies a differential advantage for local economies and an incentive for energy independence. The need to import fossil fuels produces a subordination to the economic and political situation of the supplier country that can compromise the security of the energy supply. In any part of the planet there is some kind of renewable resource - wind, sun, water, organic matter - that can be used to produce energy in a sustainable way.


												   Renewable Energy. They are inexhaustible: unlike traditional sources of energy such as coal, gas, oil or nuclear energy, whose reserves are finite, clean energies have the same availability as the sun where they originate and adapt to them. (that's why we call them renewable).


                                                
	

                                                   
US BATTERIES

												   One of the World leader in battery manufacturing for: solar power, renewable energy, wind power, energy storage, golf car batteries, marine & RV batteries, scissor lift batteries, sweeper batteries, scrubber batteries, automotive, flooded battery, AGM sealed batteries, and most other uses for deep cycle batteries. U.S. Battery Mfg. has been building flooded lead acid batteries since 1926, and has always put quality before quantity since the day our first battery rolled off the assembly line. We stand behind our product now, then and in the future. With the exceptional XC2 technology, US Battery can deliver the maximum power for longer periods of time.
.
												   
                                                

                                                
												   
EAST PENN DEKA BATTERIES

                                                   Since 1946, East Penn Deka has been producing high quality batteries and battery accessories for the automotive, commercial, marine, industrial, stationary, and specialty markets. Facilities at its 520-acre manufacturing complex at Lyon Station, PA include four automotive battery plants, an industrial battery plant, a specialty battery plant, a state-of-the-art oxide facility, an innovative recycling infrastructure, and dozens of vertically integrated capabilities and other support facilities. An additional manufacturing facility in Corydon, IA helps accommodate widespread growth. East Penn Deka owns and operates a wire, cable, and battery accessory plant and a multiple facility distribution center just miles away from its Lyon Station complex. New high-tech facilities and computer monitoring and control systems have made the company an industry leader in advanced battery manufacturing East Penn Deka’s quality manufacturing is recognized worldwide and has met the global requirements of ISO 9001 and ISO/TS 16949 certification standards. East Penn Deka is also a leader in innovative recycling and has met global environmental requirements of ISO 14001 certification standards.
.

                                                

                                                
													
OPTIMA BATTERIES

													For more than 40 years, OPTIMA® has offered unstoppable power for extreme enthusiasts and others who require THE ULTIMATE POWER SOURCE. The outstanding performance was improved a decade ago with the introduction of the SPIRACELL TECHNOLOGY Their distintictive design of six pack. 

                                                    
                                                

                                                
													
ODYSSEY BATTERIES

                                                    Some batteries provide enormous cranking power. Others, deep cycle reserve power. The revolutionary ODYSSEY® battery is designed to do both.
													How is this possible? The answer begins with flat plates made of 99.99% pure lead - not lead alloy. Pure lead plates can be made thinner, so we can fit more of them in the battery. More ODYSSEY battery plates mean more plate surface area. And that means more power – twice as much as conventional batteries.
													In fact, ODYSSEY batteries are capable of providing engine cranking pulses in excess of 2250 amps for 5 seconds – double to triple that of equally sized conventional batteries, even at very low temperatures. And they can handle 400 charge-discharge cycles to 80% depth of discharge.
													This extreme combination of power and performance makes ODYSSEY batteries perfect for a range of applications, including automotive/LTV, marine, commercial, and powersports. 
.
													

                                                

                                                
													
FULLRIVER BATTERIES

													One of the highest quality on VRLA batteries in the market as the control the entire manufacturing process. The grid casting, plate pasting and final assembly are all done at Fullriver award winning manufacturing facility. In fact, they've earned a number of quality assurance certifications including; ISO9001, ISO14001, ISO18001, UL, CE and TUV for quality production systems.
													All Fullriver Battery models are designed to be deeply discharged and recharged hundreds of times. 
													No matter your requirement could be on VRLA batteries, Fullriver has an option for you:
													Marine.
													Renewable Energy.
													UPS.
													Telecommunications.
													Industrial.
.


                                                

                                                
												   
TROJAN BATTERIES

												   Founded in 1925 by George Godber and Carl Speer, Trojan Battery Company is the world’s leading manufacturer of deep-cycle batteries. From deep-cycle flooded batteries to deep-cycle AGM and gel batteries, Trojan has shaped the world of deep-cycle battery technology with more than over 90 years of battery manufacturing experience. Leading the way... for over 90 years Headquartered in Santa Fe Springs, Calif., Trojan’s operations include four ISO 9001:2008 certified manufacturing plants in California and Georgia, two advanced research and development centers dedicated exclusively to deep-cycle battery technologies, and international offices located in Europe, UAE and Asia. Trojan is a proud member of the Battery Council International (BCI), the Advanced Lead Acid Battery Consortium and a technical research partner with the Bulgarian Academy of Sciences. Trojan applies rigorous industry battery testing procedures that adhere to BCI and International Electrotechnical Commission (IEC) test standards. 

												                               

                        

                                             
                    
                                 
                
   
                    


            

        
        

        
            

            
        


            
            
      
    
        

        
            
                
                  
                    
                        GET IN TOUCH

                        	3381 SW 11th Ave, Fort Lauderdale, FL 33315, United States
	sales@nationwide-battery.com
	+1 786 2944100
	+1 954 5274640
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